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[VOL. 50:1091 share tax information, which in turn will help inhibit global financial crimes. Civil war has raged in South Sudan since 2013. Since the beginning of this war, corrupt elites and war profiteers have illegally diverted and hidden hundreds of millions of dollars through anonymous tax haven investments. 1 At the same time, roughly five out of ten million citizens remain and subsist in near-starvation circumstances. 2 As long as elites can profit from war and hide the monies offshore, they may not have incentives to end the conflict. International tax and finance laws allow for these secret offshore accounts and hence contribute to international human rights violations in South Sudan and elsewhere. 3 Relatedly, a 2014 report by the United Nations Special Rapporteur for Extreme Poverty and Human Rights notes that international tax policy serves as a significant contributor to global poverty and income inequality. 4 In support, analysis of the first major tax haven data leak shows how elites in low and middle income countries move and hide money offshore and how special tax incentives allow firms to greatly reduce their global tax liabilities. 2. See THE SENTRY, supra note 1, at 5 (noting roughly five out of ten million citizens receive food aid to stave off starvation).
3. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has called South Sudan "one of the most horrendous human rights situations in the world." Id. Capital flight from some low income countries exceeds the amount of inward foreign aid, reducing available resources and leading to devastating consequences, including starvation, disease, and human rights violations. 6 In addition, multinational firms, which are often based in wealthier countries, operate and exploit natural resources in developing countries, at times without paying any significant tax. This leads to the so-called resource curse where resource-rich countries in the developing world frequently do not benefit from economic growth or tax revenues as a result of resource exploitation. 7 This outcome is attributable to corruption that occurs within some developing countries where bribes or gifts are provided by nonresident multinational firms to local government officials in exchange for tax concessions. 8 The main policy response thus far to all of these challenges is to encourage countries to exchange tax and financial information so that home countries can better enforce their tax laws to inhibit undesired activities. Accordingly, designing optimal exchange of information (EOI) laws and policies for cross-border tax purposes is one of the main challenges for contemporary international tax law and policy. 9 files obtained by the ICIJ "is more than 160 times larger than the leak of 8. Christians, supra note 7, at 1385. 9.
Indeed, cross-border tax sharing "has emerged in recent years as aprobably the-central issue in international tax policy discussions. While the roots of EOI go back to the post-World War I environment, the process began to gather real policy steam with the 1998 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report on Harmful Tax Competition that threatened to blacklist any noncooperative tax haven. 10 In particular, governments now seek to encourage more and better EOI to inhibit a host of revenue-depleting activities, including aggressive international tax avoidance, offshore tax evasion, and international money laundering. 11 Since the OECD's opening shot in the late 1990s, there has been a series of ambitious EOI reforms, a somewhat stunning development in the normally glacially paced world of international tax law (see Part II.B). Recent reforms include the US unilateral Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA); bilateral tax information exchange agreements (TIEAs); and multilateral efforts to share bulk crossborder tax information on an automatic basis called the Common Reporting Standard (CRS) and Country-by-Country Reporting (CBCR).
This Article discusses EOI initiatives with an eye toward optimal law and policy. By providing a transaction cost perspective, it shows how governments can reduce taxpayer and government costs by focusing on (a) the exchange of high quality tax and non-tax data; (b) the provision of training and resources to low and middle income countries to facilitate international tax administration; (c) the application of data analytics to exchanged and domestic sources of tax and non-tax information; and (d) the development of taxpayer privacy safeguards.
The Article is organized as follows: Part II provides context by reviewing how taxpayers and tax authorities have mixed views on the need for global financial transparency, and how the recent and varied EOI reforms reflect this state of affairs. Part III reviews the central policy challenges involved in efficient and fair EOI: (a) the need to transfer high quality information (that is, information that is available, useful, and verifiable for tax authorities); (b) how to protect taxpayer privacy interests, which vary from country to country; and (c) how to ensure meaningful enforcement of EOI by countries that have strong financial secrecy laws and/or lack tax administration resources. Part IV discusses how the application of data analytics to transferred tax and non-tax information can help authorities audit and investigate offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax avoidance. Part V concludes. 10 .
ORGANISATION 
II. TRANSACTION COSTS AND CROSS-BORDER TAX INFORMATION EXCHANGE REFORMS
This Part provides context first by setting out the main information and incentive problems facing tax authorities when they seek information concerning international investment income, and second by discussing the main US and international law and policy responses to these problems.
A. High Transaction Costs and EOI Reforms
This subpart outlines the main transaction cost 12 challenges confronting EOI reforms and calls for legal and policy solutions that reduce transaction costs facing taxpayers and tax authorities. Depending on the context, laws and policies (and accompanying bureaucracies) can either reduce or increase these transaction costs, promoting or discouraging efficiencies. 13 Unlike the private sector, there are no competitive markets for most goods and services supplied by the public sector. As a result, "high transaction cost issues gravitate to the polity." 14 As subsequently discussed, this is certainly the case with respect to EOI initiatives within the international tax regime.
Taxpayers' Preference for Global Financial Opacity
Under the current international tax regime, governments generally do not know anything about a resident taxpayer's global activities beyond taxpayer self-disclosure. 15 Enhanced EOI would 12.
Transaction costs are the costs associated with discerning a price on a given exchange. Coase described how legal rules influence transaction costs as exchanges involve the exchange of rights to perform certain actions (and not merely the trade in particular goods and services seek to change this state of affairs by providing governments with more and better sources of tax information about their resident taxpayer's global activities. Taxpayers engaged in offshore tax evasion and international money laundering clearly prefer the status quo, which makes it difficult or impossible for authorities to investigate and track their criminal activities.
Less obviously, many taxpayers engaged in legitimate crossborder economic transactions and investments also prefer the current regime with its high transaction costs and lack of global financial transparency.
Information asymmetries raise transaction costs facing taxpayers engaged in cross-border transactions and investments. 16 A taxpayer does not know what sort of assessment will take place after a tax return is filed. In particular, multinational firms pay a hedge price to guard against risks that they will be overtaxed by domestic and foreign tax authorities on their sources of cross-border income (including the risk that a public revelation of any tax plan may harm the firm's reputation and reduce the value of intangible assets like brand or goodwill). 17 All of this hedging takes place in an environment of highly complex technical rules, making it difficult for taxpayers to predict how domestic tax laws and tax treaties will mesh with foreign tax laws. In particular, many governments now deploy increasingly technical rules-Specific Anti-Avoidance Rules (SAARs), General Anti-Avoidance Rules (GAARs), judicially promoted anti-avoidance rules, and so on-to thwart aggressive tax avoidance strategies. This technical complexity contributes to high taxpayer transaction costs due to resources deployed to assess how the rules interact as well as how they will be enforced. Many taxpayers with the resources to engage in cross-border tax planning are actually financially better off under this regime as long as their transaction costs are outweighed by global tax savings. 18 Moreover, under the current approach taxpayers have an informational advantage over tax authorities as the latter "ex ante lacks information about the true facts and circumstances on the taxable case, whereas the taxpayer has strong incentives not to disclose all available information . . . ." 19 As revealed by accounting works in this area, taxpayers involved in legitimate businesses at times prefer less financial transparency when it comes to the disclosure of tax and financial information concerning their international activities. 20 First, enhanced EOI may trigger a higher risk of audit, forcing the taxpayer to deploy resources to guard against this risk. 21 Second, taxpayers may desire to hide "sensitive" forms of financial information that could be discerned through EOI reforms (e.g., reporting on taxes paid in every country where a firm operates could reveal profit margins for a global supply chain). 22 Third, taxpayers may wish to guard against the risk that trade secrets or commercially confidential information will be improperly revealed by governments to foreign competitors, harming their ability to compete. 23 Finally, managers may prefer less transparency to hide their suboptimal allocation of global resources from their own shareholders: greater global financial transparency would let analysts discover and reveal this poor performance. 24
Tax Authorities and Mixed Incentives
While taxpayers generally prefer less global financial transparency, governments have mixed incentives regarding EOI initiatives. These governments are confronted with different and attimes conflicting political incentives as they pursue distinct national socioeconomic agendas through their tax systems.
On the one hand, governments want a fair and efficient tax system to promote compliance and revenue collection. better cross-border tax information will allow governments to pursue criminal investigations into offshore tax evasion and international money laundering in circumstances where taxpayers use business entities to mask criminal activities. 25 In addition, enhanced EOI would help tax authorities audit aggressive international tax planning. 26 As noted above, taxpayers have knowledge of their specific facts and circumstances while tax authorities must find and assess noncompliant tax returns without such knowledge. 27 Accordingly, the information battle often takes place between insiders (taxpayers) and outsiders (tax authorities). These endlessly varied fact patterns combined with the tax complexity noted previously significantly raise enforcement costs for tax authorities.
From an international equity perspective, global financial transparency via EOI may also encourage good governance in low income countries where foreign multinational firms exploit natural 25 27. Under transaction cost approaches, an investment is "transaction-specific" when it would not have been undertaken were it not for the given transaction. Such investments are those made to support a specific private sector relationship; they would be inefficient (and therefore not undertaken) outside the context of that relationship. Brem & Tucha, supra note 19, at 129. resources without paying any significant tax (that is, the so-called resource curse). 28 In addition, governments may wish to inhibit the ability of tax systems to distort economic decision making, which reduces economic growth as firms deploy resources for tax reasons and not out of economic rationales (hence resources do not get deployed to their most productive uses). Greater global financial transparency also works against the agency problem noted above where the agent (managers) hides suboptimal performance from its principal (shareholders). Finally, EOI could help law enforcement officials detect and disrupt cross-border terrorist financing, promoting national security objectives. 29 On the other hand, governments often assert the need for "tax competitive" rules to support their domestic industries' efforts to engage in cross-border activities. 30 For this reason, governments around the world pass tax laws to effectively subsidize the international operations of their resident taxpayers who, it is thought, will be in a better position to compete with foreign firms. 21ST CENTURY 55, 57 (2007) . The main loophole is that US tax law does not tax foreign source active income generated by a related non-resident corporation until the income is repatriated hence enabling tax deferral. enhanced EOI will unduly raise compliance and other costs, and harm firm competitiveness.
In addition to offering special tax breaks for multinational firms, some governments subvert global financial transparency through their financial secrecy laws to encourage more inward foreign direct and portfolio investments. These governments face a moral hazard as EOI initiatives may make their countries less attractive to nonresident investors who wish to maintain anonymity (out of fear of sanctions from the home country).
For instance, US state corporate laws at times allow taxpayers to mask the identity of the beneficial owner of shares of business entities (e.g., Delaware limited liability companies). 32 Under this view, certain governments are purposefully undermining global financial transparency initiatives by raising transaction costs for other governments, making it difficult or impossible for them to enforce their domestic tax laws over income generated abroad (see also Part III.C).
In summary, governments around the world face different and often conflicting incentives surrounding possible EOI reforms. These mixed incentives have contributed to a mishmash of complex recent EOI reforms.
B. Overview of Recent Reforms
The modern EOI system was initiated by the League of Nations in the post-World War I environment. A report by the famed "group of four" tax economists laid the foundation for the modern international tax regime by setting out which country should be entitled to tax 32 .
In terms of ranking countries according to how much financial secrecy they provide foreign investors, the United States is ranked at number 3, Germany at 8, Japan at 12; these countries are ranked above others than certain tax havens, including Barbados at 22, Bahamas at 25, and Liechtenstein at 36. Other OECD countries such as Canada (ranked at 29) and the United Kingdom (ranked at 15) also maintain financial secrecy laws and policies that offer stronger secrecy protection than many so-called tax havens. TAX JUSTICE NETWORK, FINANCIAL SECRECY INDEX 2015: METHODOLOGY 75-79 (2015) . The matter becomes more complicated because federal countries such as the United States and Canada grant constitutional powers to subnational units (that is, states and provinces) to develop corporate and tax laws. For example, Delaware and certain other US states deploy corporate laws that enable secrecy by making it difficult or impossible to obtain the names of individual shareholders. A report from Global Financial Integrity also found that the United States was the world's foremost destination for foreign capital, with over $2 trillion in private, non-resident deposits. The United States has also been characterized as cross-border transactions and hence enjoy the resulting tax revenues. 33 In addition, the report recommended the adoption of bilateral tax treaty provisions that would contemplate sharing tax information to inhibit "fiscal evasion" (now generally referred to as "offshore tax evasion"). 34 Earlier League of Nations model tax treaties eventually evolved into the OECD model tax treaty, first put into place in 1963. 35 There are now over three thousand bilateral tax treaties in the world that contain an exchange of information (EOI) provision similar to Article 26 of the OECD model. 36 The following discussion overviews four recent key EOI developments: a unilateral effort by the United States commonly known as the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA); the promotion of bilateral Tax Information Exchange Agreements (TIEAs); a multilateral effort to share taxpayer information called the CRS; and another multilateral reform advocating cross-border sharing of multinational firm tax and financial information called CBCR.
Unilateralism via US FATCA
All US citizens and residents must pay US taxes on their worldwide income. 37 US policymakers worry that many of these individuals fail to report this income, leading to revenue losses of billions of dollars each year. 38 In particular, US citizens living abroad may not be complying with tax obligations.
Accordingly, legislation commonly known as FATCA was passed in 2010 to raise revenues from taxing undisclosed offshore income
33.
See generated by US citizens and others. 39 Under FATCA, foreign banks must provide financial information concerning any account-holding "US person" (including citizens and residents living abroad) directly to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). If the foreign banks do not cooperate, the United States threatened to impose a punitive withholding tax on cross-border bank transactions from foreign countries. 40 More technically, under FATCA any foreign financial institution affiliated with a US financial institution that does not cooperate will be subjected to a 30 percent withholding tax on all payments. 41 From a practical perspective and due to the importance of US banks to the global financial community, most foreign banks must comply or they may be effectively prevented from conducting business in many circumstances.
To enter into compliance, many foreign governments agreed to an intergovernmental agreement (IGA) with the US government to implement FATCA. 42 For instance, Canada signed an IGA with the United States where Canadian banks must collect financial information concerning any identified US persons and send this first 41. Non-US financial institutions must report to the US government about their accounts held by US persons. The rules apply to payments of investment income or gain made from the United States to "foreign financial institutions" (FFIs). I.R.C. § 1471 (2010). A 30% withholding tax applies to payments to FFIs unless they have agreed to obtain and report information about the account holders and submit to "verification and due diligence procedures." I.R.C. § § 1471(b)(1), 1473 (2010). If the FFI has entered into an agreement with the US government then the 30% withholding tax only applies to accounts held by "recalcitrant account holders" who refuse to provide the information necessary to identify them as US persons and/or who do not waive bank secrecy law hurdles to the disclosure of their identity. I.R. to the Canadian tax authorities for subsequent transfer to the IRS. 43 By January 1, 2017, 113 countries had agreed to an IGA. 44 FATCA arguably encouraged other countries to pursue the automatic exchange of tax information. 45
Bilateralism via Tax Information Exchange Agreements
As mentioned in the Introduction, the more recent push for enhanced EOI began with the OECD Harmful Tax Competition Project in 1998 (it would later be named the Forum on Harmful Tax Practices). 46 The report encouraged the adoption of agreements between OECD countries and low or nil tax jurisdictions (commonly referred to as tax havens although sometimes termed "international financial centers"). In 2002, the OECD developed a model TIEA to serve as a template for these new treaties. 47 By January 1, 2017, over seven hundred bilateral TIEAs had been signed. 48 A major drawback of TIEAs is that they operate on the basis of "information on request." For instance, if the UK government wanted to find out about the dealings of a UK resident taxpayer with a Singaporean bank, then the UK authorities would need to identify the relevant bank and specify the name of the taxpayer and the nature of the information they need. This places governments in a catch-22 position because offshore monies are typically held in anonymous accounts and the tax authorities do not have sufficient information to request the relevant taxpayer information in the first place. The most comprehensive analysis of TIEAs to date suggests that, while TIEAs helpfully established international norms surrounding EOI and global financial transparency, they largely 43 
Multilateralism via the Common Reporting Standard
The OECD reforms were later joined by the G20 to more broadly represent countries that would be subject to EOI obligations. 50 The OECD and the G20 supervise the Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, which at this writing has 135 participating countries. 51 Both the OECD and the G20 came to view the TIEA approach as deficient, especially with respect to the "information on request" approach noted above.
Importantly, in 2013 with the G20 Summit at St. Petersburg, the G20 and OECD endorsed the CRS as the global standard. 52 A related multilateral agreement contemplates the automatic sharing of bulk taxpayer information across borders. 53 Under this approach, a participating country such as Singapore is supposed to pass laws that mandate the automatic collection by banks of foreign investor tax information, then transfer this information to other participating countries such as the United Kingdom. Through peer review processes, the Global Forum tries to ensure that its members implement and comply with promised EOI standards and obligations.
As of July 2016, 101 countries have agreed to implement the CRS. 54 The United States so far has refused to sign on, preferring to focus on its domestic initiatives such as FATCA.
Multilateralism and Tracking Multinational Firm Tax Payments
The the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). 55 EITI encourages governments and extractive industries (that is, companies involved with mining and other resource extraction) to provide more financial disclosures to the public. The purpose behind this initiative is to inhibit the "resource curse," mentioned in the Introduction, whereby developing countries often collect little to no tax revenues when multinational firms exploit their natural resources. 56 Participating companies and national governments can voluntarily adopt EITI transparency measures that include countryby-country reporting whereby taxpayers disclose where, and how much, taxes are paid. At this writing, thirty-one countries have complied with EITI standards. 57 The implementation of EITI led to calls by nongovernmental organizations and others for more comprehensive financial reporting by multinational firms.
Another important development surrounds the passage of the US Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 that called for mandatory reporting of geographic earnings for all listed companies involved in the extractive sector (with the exception of the logging industry). 58 In August 2012, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted implementing rules to ensure that public companies followed the new regime. 59 In 2013, the OECD also began an ambitious plan to counter "base erosion and profit shifting" (BEPS) by multinational firms. BEPS refers to the many international tax avoidance plans that firms adopt to legally reduce their global tax liabilities, often by shifting paper profits to tax havens. 60 OECD produced its final recommendations, including for all participating countries to adopt CBCR. 61 Under CBCR, multinational firms for the first time would need to disclose to home and foreign tax authorities their tax and other payments in every country where they operate. 62 Pursuant to the current tax law and securities law regime in the United States and many other countries, these multinational firms generally only disclose tax information in the country where they reside. 63 CBCR also only applies to very large multinational firms with annual consolidated group revenues that exceed EUR 750 million (or roughly USD 850 million). 64 CBCR is mainly directed at helping governments audit aggressive international tax avoidance to reduce revenue losses in high tax countries. Under the proposed approach, a parent corporation files a CBCR report following an OECD template; the report will then be shared with other countries that are participating in automatic information exchanges. 65 It is hoped tax authorities will be able to identify important indicators such as their country's relative share of global tax revenues. seven countries had signed a related multilateral agreement where they agreed to implement CBCR. 67
C. Summary
As things currently stand, the global financial system can be characterized as opaque, as tax authorities generally know little to nothing beyond taxpayer self-disclosure. Accordingly, a tax authority finds itself at a distinct informational disadvantage, especially regarding purposeful nondisclosures relating to offshore tax evasion. While there appears to be increasing policy and academic support for EOI initiatives that promote global financial transparency, the current international tax regime, with its high transaction costs for taxpayers and tax authorities, does not seem particularly amenable to producing optimal outcomes.
In particular, governments are boundedly rational in the sense they have imperfect information to discern whether their international tax laws and policies promote sought-after national interest objectives. On the one hand, they want to promote firm competitiveness via preferential tax treatment of foreign income. In addition, many countries maintain financial secrecy laws to encourage inward investments. On the other hand, governments want a fair tax system that maximizes revenue collection. These mixed political incentives reduce the potential for welfare-maximizing cooperative moves among governments.
Nevertheless, in recent years worries about revenue losses from offshore evasion and aggressive international tax planning have brought governments to the bargaining table. The complex network of tax treaties, TIEAs, and IGAs, as well as larger multilateral reforms focusing on CRS and CBCR, reflect this state of affairs, raising transaction costs for all parties.
All of these efforts seek to provide governments with more and better tax information and reduce costs through agreement on underlying EOI rules and principles. The reforms, however, largely do not address how financial secrecy laws subvert global financial transparency initiatives. Nor do they address legal technical complexity that raises transaction costs, and makes it even harder for low and middle income countries to implement and enforce EOI. While the EOI reforms are positive steps, governments are still generally faced with high transaction costs and an opaque global financial system as they struggle to address key policy challenges, a topic to which the Article now turns.
III. ASSESSING THE CENTRAL LEGAL AND POLICY CHALLENGES
This Part emphasizes how, to promote enforceability, the ideal EOI system delivers high quality tax information while providing needed taxpayer privacy legal protections.
A. Information Quality
A key issue in cross-border tax information exchanges involves the quality of exchanged taxpayer information. 68 The CRS and other initiatives emphasize the automatic exchange of so-called bulk taxpayer information. According to the OECD, for example, automatic exchanges of bulk taxpayer information are the most effective way to help assist tax authorities with enforcing their cross-border tax laws. 69 As suggested by tax compliance writings, however, more information is not necessarily better. 70 Tax authorities may be overwhelmed with data and may not have the resources to parse through it to identify helpful leads. As subsequently explored, high quality information is tax and non-tax data that is available, useful, and verifiable.
Available Information
Available information is tax and non-tax information that is potentially accessible by governments for EOI purposes. A tax authority must first identify a taxpayer and related offshore income before it can conduct risk analysis that accounts for factors such as size of the taxpayer and industry in which the taxpayer works. Writings on tax compliance emphasize how tax authorities can tap
68.
See into existing information streams to bolster and confirm a taxpayer's disclosed income. 71 In particular, third party reporting and taxwithholding disclosures can provide information to tax authorities to allow them to better gauge risks of offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax planning.
Third party reporting of tax and financial information can be cross-matched with transferred tax information to support information quality. Empirical studies generally suggest that third party reporting (that is, information provided by someone other than the taxpayer such as a bank reporting interest income) goes a long way to addressing the "tax gap." 72 Even self-assessment systems, such as the one deployed in the United States, are broadly supported by third party reporting efforts (e.g., employers report to tax authorities how much income was paid to an employee).
In addition to third party reporting, effective tax withholding is an important element of tax administration. For instance, different types of withholding account for roughly 75 percent of personal income tax revenues for OECD countries. 73 Value-added taxes (VATs) are sometimes thought to be superior to income taxes from an administrative perspective in part because VATs provide rebates to taxpayers (other than final consumers) and hence operate in a similar fashion to a creditable withholding tax. Similarly, "traditional" withholding taxes on cross-border passive income (that is, rents, royalties, dividends, and interest) help to enforce tax laws by imposing the disclosure and withholding obligations on the payor.
The most prominent example of information exchange and withholding for cross-border purposes is the European Union's Savings Directive where member countries automatically exchange information about portfolio nonresident interest payments (alternatively, if an exchange of information does not occur then the country where the investment takes place will tax the interest and send the bulk of the resulting tax revenues to the residence country 74.
Since the Directive was issued in 2003, heightened information sharing has been promoted among EU governments as well as some non-EU European tax havens such as Luxembourg. In addition, one EU country (Austria) and five non-EU countries or provides the government with another source of information to contrast against the taxpayer's tax filings. The Directive was repealed in 2015 in favor of pursuing automatic cross-border tax information exchanges under the OECD's CRS outlined in Part II.B.3. 75 A similar measure to the older Savings Directive may be needed to promote effective EOI at the global level. As Reuven Avi-Yonah has explained, as long as there is one non-participating country then undisclosed investment monies can flow to this outlier. 76 His proposed solution resembles the EU Savings Directive as it would impose a withholding tax on these monies whenever they flow to a noncooperative country. Building on these views, I previously outlined how online technologies-an extranet among participating countries-could be used to impose such a withholding tax. 77 Another major barrier to effective EOI is that many countries, especially tax havens, simply do not track these tax information sources so that they are unable to exchange this information when called upon to do so. As subsequently discussed, many low and middle income countries also lack the administrative resources to collect and transfer this information (see Part III.C).
Useful Information
Not all tax information is created equal. From a tax administrator's perspective, some sources of information, or relationships among different sources, are superior to others. Governments should hence focus on ensuring that available information is useful for tax authorities.
To start, the information exchanged needs to be relatable to other recipient country taxpayer information. The most frequently touted solution is for countries to agree on a common taxpayer identification number. 78 This number could be matched against the unique one provided by each government; a software program could readily identify whether the taxpayer had disclosed all of his or her sources of foreign income.
Another need is for transferred information to identify the beneficial owner of an offshore asset (that is, the ultimate human being who owns the asset). One of the main barriers to effective EOI is the lack of information in this area as a result of financial secrecy laws that mask the identities of beneficial owners (see also Parts II.C and IV.B). 79 In addition, the ability of tax authorities to engage in taxpayer segmentation (that is, separating taxpayers into different risk groups) is increasingly seen as a necessary step to better identify risks. Hence transferred information that enables taxpayer segmentation promotes information quality. For example, many OECD governments have created audit groups that focus on high net worth individuals, which seems appropriate given their larger share of resources and potential contribution of tax revenues. 80 High net worth individuals also tend to be more mobile internationally and to engage in more aggressive tax planning structured by tax advisors. 81 Governments have also expanded information reporting for entities owned by these individuals along with broader disclosure of foreign assets and transactions. 82 Another way tax authorities are looking to bolster the quality of transferred information is by cross-indexing it against non-tax data (see Part IV.A for a discussion of data analytics and non-tax data). For an example of an initiative to reduce tax cheating, Greek auditors took satellite photos from Google Earth as well as aerial photos from helicopters to collect images of pools, luxury cars, and villas to help sustain audits against taxpayers who disclosed few assets or little income; one such audit revealed that Athenian suburbs did not have 324 swimming pools, as had been disclosed by taxpayers, but rather 16,974. 83 Finally, promoting disclosures by smaller offshore financial intermediaries (e.g., trust, finance, and other offshore service providers) will also promote information quality and help tax authorities understand the nature and amount of offshore investments held by their residents. Current reform efforts, including by the Financial Action Tax Force (FATF), focus on enhancing
79.
See OHCHR, supra note 4, at 20, 22. 80.
Countries with such audit groups include Canada, the United States, France, Ireland, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, South Africa, and Japan. See THE TAXATION OF BUSINESS PROFITS UNDER TAX TREATIES, supra note 68, at 27. The top one percent in the UK and the US now account for approximately one quarter and one third, respectively, of personal income tax revenues. IMF, supra note 73, at 26.
81.
Id. at 27.
82.
Id. disclosure obligations for financial intermediaries to report on offshore assets maintained by foreigners. 84 As revealed by an analysis of tax haven data leaks, a major vulnerability in these efforts is the lack of reporting by hundreds of offshore service providers, such as trust, finance, or other financial service providers based in tax havens. 85 In many cases, these offshore service providers at times did not report accurate tax and financial information on cross-border investments as required by FATF recommendations. 86 Noncompliance resulted from a lack of due diligence, willful neglect, and legal insulation through indemnification agreements between the offshore service provider and the nonresident investor.
See Daniel Steinvorth, Finding Swimming Pools with Google Earth: Greek Government Hauls in Billions in
Yet even these smaller players often have funds transferred to larger financial institutions, which generally strive to comply with FATF requirements (or, more technically, the domestic legislation that implements these requirements). Reporting obligations can be cross-referenced against amounts transferred to and from the larger institutions to smaller banks with help from offshore service providers.
Moreover, offshore service providers often manage monies on behalf of individuals and organizations engaged in offshore tax evasion (by, for instance, forming a corporate trustee for a nonresident trust that holds legal title to the illicitly earned monies). 87 Tracking the offshore service provider's name along with any prior compliance problems would provide another important piece of information for tax and law enforcement authorities (see also the discussion of a global financial registry in Part IV.C).
Verifiable Information
There are several related issues surrounding data verifiability. Governments need to feel confident that the transferred information has so-called data integrity. 88 First, tax authorities need to know who owned the transferred data that had been collected. Some countries have laws that provide governments with direct access to a taxpayer's database while others do not.
Second, governments need assurances that the transferred information accurately represents the underlying information (e.g., 84 .
FINANCIAL sales receipts) that gave rise to the data. Evidence should be collected to show the data was not tampered with by the taxpayer or some third party. As touched on below, data integrity is related to the issue of data security in that outside hackers may illegally access, change, or delete taxpayer information. 89
B. Taxpayer Privacy
As I explored in another work, there are two discrete but related elements surrounding effective EOI. 90 First, the cross-border tax information exchange should be efficient in that it should promote low enforcement and administrative costs for tax authorities and low compliance costs for taxpayers. Second, the exchange must be fair in that any transferred information will attract a requisite level of legal protection for taxpayer privacy and other rights. The two issues are related in that a tax authority will be reluctant to engage in automatic bulk information exchanges if it worries that its taxpayers' privacy and other rights will be harmed. This subpart touches on how taxpayer privacy concerns serve as an ongoing barrier to effective EOI, as well as how reforms can address this challenge.
Taxpayer Privacy as a Human Right
Privacy can be portrayed as a critical human right in a free and just society. 91 This human right protects an individual's right to freedom of expression, freedom of mobility, freedom to engage in political dissent, and so on. Accordingly, Article 12 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights maintains, "No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks." 92 In privacy law writings, financial information privacy, including taxpayer information, is typically cited as one of the most sensitive forms of privacy because it can provide a detailed profile of an individual's identity and behavior (e.g., an individual's tax return 89 .
See 10, 1948) . In December 2013, the United Nations General Assembly adopted resolution 68/167, which expressed concern at the negative impact that surveillance and interception of communications may have on human rights. While the resolution focused on mass surveillance techniques, it would also apply to the possible misuse of bulk tax information exchanged across borders.
includes information on donations, health matters, income levels, disability status, names and ages of any dependents, and so on). 93 Taxpayer privacy has been protected for reasons that include personal security as criminals might be tempted to kidnap the children of individuals whose wealth was revealed by tax disclosures. 94 In addition, individuals may wish to conceal their financial dealings to protect against envy or political reprisals. 95 National financial privacy rights and laws vary around the world in part because certain cultures are more sensitive to perceived incursions into financial privacy, potentially as a result of historical developments. For instance, historical taxpayer privacy concernswhere a home could be searched, assets seized, and taxpayers improperly imprisoned without due process protections-served as a catalyst for the earliest Western laws, including the Charter of Liberties of 1100 and the Magna Carta of 1215, that sought to bind the power of the king. 96 In part because of historical developments, the United States and other countries pass laws to protect against the improper collection, use, or disclosure of tax information. 97 In certain countries such as the United States and Canada, privacy interests are additionally protected by constitutional guarantees that cannot generally be violated by state action (e.g., the right to be free from an improper search or seizure). 98 All of this has led to serious government concerns that transferred tax information will not be protected to the extent provided by the law of the transferring country. 99 Relatedly, governments worry about the possible misuse of transferred information where countries sanction taxpayers for political reasons, potentially violating human rights. 100 Another area of concern is the 93. In addition, there have been ongoing apprehensions surrounding the interaction between technology and taxpayer privacy for some time, from concerns surrounding the usage of electronic records in the 1970s, the movement from analog to digital storage in the 1980s, online return filing and software audits in the 1990s and, more recently, collecting taxpayer information to tax global digital goods and services in the 2000s. 102 A major barrier to enhanced EOI is the worry that new technologies, which enable the mass storage and transmission of detailed taxpayer information, will violate privacy laws, policies, and interests. 103 These worries have gained credence as a result of data leaks such as WikiLeaks that demonstrated how governments, including the United States and Canada, conduct surveillance efforts to collect "economic intelligence" by stealing corporate secrets from overseas competitors. 104 The related tax worry is that governments will misuse transferred tax and financial information to help domestic companies and undermine foreign ones.
See generally PHILIP BAKER & ANNE-MIEKE GROENHAGEN, THE PROTECTION OF TAXPAYERS RIGHTS-AN INTERNATIONAL CODIFICATION (2001); see also
Finally, the data security of transferred information remains a significant concern. For instance, the IRS experiences one million attempts every week to hack its information technology systems. 105 If countries do not adopt appropriate network security safeguards and protocols then transferred information is at risk of illegal collection, use, and disclosure.
For all of these reasons, privacy researchers tend to emphasize theories and analytical frameworks that broadly protect privacy interests. 106 These researchers argue for an expansive definition of privacy to reduce the chance that privacy rights and interests will be eroded. The policy outcome is often broad protections for taxpayer privacy rights in the domestic and international context, which can serve as a barrier to EOI reforms.
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Addressing Privacy Challenges
While this matter has been understudied since the push for enhanced EOI began in the late 1990s, more recent reform efforts have tried to explicitly engage with taxpayer privacy concerns.
For example, under the Country-by-Country Reporting (CBCR) reforms noted in Part II.B, governments must agree to provide and enforce legal protections to maintain the confidentiality of reported information equivalent to the protection under an income tax treaty or other EOI agreement. 107 Further, the automatic transmission of CBCR information is limited to those countries that satisfy these requirements. The OECD plans additional reforms to monitor compliance with the taxpayer privacy commitments. 108 In another work, I suggested these EOI efforts could be bolstered via a multilateral taxpayer bill of rights to provide assurances that transferred tax and financial information will attract a minimal level of legal and policy protection. 109 In particular, this bill of rights could incorporate widely accepted fair information practices (FIPs) (e.g., accountability, notice, choice, access, and security) that serve as the basis for domestic privacy laws (e.g., Canada's federal privacy law), international privacy laws (e.g., the European Union's data protection directive), and administrative guidelines (e.g., the US Federal Trade Commission's data privacy guidelines).
These FIPs are used to smooth over conflicts caused by the interaction of different national privacy laws when personal information crosses borders. FIPs also strive to promote data integrity and data security. A recent example of their usage is the 2016 European Union-United States Privacy Shield that is designed to protect individuals' privacy rights when personal data is transferred from European companies to US ones. 110
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As discussed, the OECD is pursuing a Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement on the Exchange of Country-by-Country Reports: the purpose of this agreement is to set forth the rules and procedures for governments to automatically exchange the CBCR-mandated information. An Annex to this agreement provides a questionnaire concerning confidentiality and data safeguards to ensure participating nations have adapted acceptable privacy and confidentiality practices. See ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, GUIDANCE, supra note 64.
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Under this agreement, the United States provided the EU with binding assurances that the access by US government authorities of transferred personal information for national security purposes will be subject to clear limitations, safeguards and oversight mechanisms. In addition, EU citizens are offered a mechanism to seek redress if their rights appear to be violated and an annual joint review will monitor the implementation of the commitments. Beyond these pragmatic policy responses, researchers need to do a better job addressing conceptual questions surrounding the use of privacy law as a barrier to EOI reforms. Consider, for instance, the distributive justice implications of the current regime: The main beneficiaries of a lack of global financial transparency are multinational corporations and high net worth individuals (along with criminals). 111 The main bearers of the cost of the regime are average taxpayers and citizens as a result of the revenue losses associated with offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax planning. Most distressingly, global financial opacity allows corrupt elites to move and hide stolen monies offshore and encourages devastating consequences for some low income countries, including starvation and other human rights violations (see Part I).
In response to similar concerns, privacy researchers have examined distributive concerns of privacy laws through different theoretical lenses. 112 Under one perspective, privacy researchers should be wary of conceptual tools that lead to privacy law being used as a weapon to promote unbalanced outcomes that protect the interests of the more powerful at the expense of the more vulnerable. Allen, for instance, discusses how common law notions of "a man's home is his castle" historically protected household privacy against police intrusion at times at the expense of vulnerable children and/or women who were subjected to abuse. 113 The analytical approach seems particularly relevant for EOI reforms as a key purpose of tax systems is to enhance the overall welfare of citizens and residents, including the promotion of human rights. Under the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, a multilateral treaty adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, participating countries promise to encourage the adoption of economic, social, and cultural rights, including the rights to education and to an adequate standard of living. 114 To pursue these goals, governments need to adopt a fair tax system that collects revenues from wealthy taxpayers, including multinational firms, and prevents elites from hiding their monies in offshore tax havens.
In particular, broader conceptions of the "social value" of privacy consider the overall impact of privacy laws and policies on privacy rights of both individuals and communities. 115 These views call for more nuanced analysis in situations where privacy rights protect powerful taxpayers with foreign investments (along with criminals) at the expense of the interests of average taxpayers.
C. Enforcement
As discussed throughout this Article, governments are currently trying to fight two main international tax battles against offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax avoidance. Success in these battles will result in more tax revenues. As Walter Hellerstein notes, however, success will only be achieved if governments are able to link their enforcement jurisdiction with their existing legal jurisdiction. 116
Reducing the Underground Economy
With respect to the first battle, much of offshore tax evasion is related to a country's underground economy (for instance, an off-grid, cash-only restaurant where the owner squirrels away undisclosed income in an anonymous offshore account). A variety of incentives have been discussed to inhibit the underground economy, including the greater usage of value-added taxes, electronic fiscal devices (e.g., electronic cash registers that are certified by the government), lotteries where consumers can turn in receipts, tax reductions for proof of payment, and tax rebates for the use of credit/debit card (to reduce cash transactions). 117 According to the International Monetary Fund, these efforts have led to mixed results, at best. 118 More recently, works have recognized the importance of less tangible cultural forces in promoting taxpayer compliance (the cultural forces and social norms are sometimes collectively termed "taxpayer morale"). 119 These factors influence compliance behavior, including whether a resident taxpayer feels patriotic toward her country and whether she thinks she is getting a roughly fair return on a tax payment. 120 Accordingly, it may be difficult for tax law and 118. IMF, supra note 73.
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enforcement reforms alone to change taxpayer compliance conduct in a significant way. Nevertheless, in the international sphere, whistleblowing initiatives appear to offer hope to uncover global financial crimes such as the UBS bank scandal. There is emerging evidence that whistleblowing programs can have a material impact on revenue collection: as a result of the UBS whistleblower, the US government forced the Swiss government to transfer information concerning over two thousand anonymous accounts maintained by Americans. In the United States, whistleblowing rewards have been steadily growing to roughly $501 million in 2015. 121
Financial Secrecy Laws and Misaligned Incentives
Countries have historically jealously guarded their rights to develop tax and financial privacy laws as they wish. 122 Accordingly, tax havens and many other countries passed financial secrecy laws to anonymize the identity of the ultimate owner of investments (see Part II.A.2). The end result has been the traditional near anonymity offered by global capital markets for private financial and, in many cases, non-financial wealth (e.g., a Manhattan condo). Up to roughly fifteen years ago an investor who placed his or her money in an offshore bank account could be reasonably confident that nobody would learn of its existence. This state of affairs greatly increases transaction costs facing tax authorities that seek information regarding offshore transactions.
Tax authorities also face significant bargaining costs if their audit involves the international criminal aspects of a taxpayer's activities: investigations and prosecutions can take years to complete with potentially weak sanctions if the taxpayer is ever convicted. For this reason, taxpayers engaged in offshore tax evasion are sometimes offered different forms of relief through voluntary disclosure programs, including amnesty from criminal prosecutions, should they disclose their offshore assets and income in a timely fashion. 123 The main enforcement challenge is a lack of international cooperation due to misaligned political incentives. 124 Elites within low and middle income (often nondemocratic) countries use international financial secrecy as an exit strategy that allows them to move and hide monies offshore (to preserve their family wealth and
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See INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, IRS WHISTLEBLOWER OFFICE FISCAL YEAR 2015 REPORT TO CONGRESS 4 (2016) (noting that the UBS whistleblower was paid roughly $100 million in compensation by the IRS).
122. security). Tax havens, even if they are forced into binding agreements such as TIEAs, have incentives to subvert the system (e.g., by developing new business and legal entities that may fall outside of current disclosure obligations) and shirk responsibility (e.g., by not meaningfully enforcing EOI agreements by ensuring they do not maintain necessary records subject to a transfer request). Low income countries additionally may not have the human resources and physical infrastructure to enforce their own domestic tax laws, let alone engage in effective EOI. 125 Foreign aid and other resources need to be directed at bolstering the tax administration efforts for these low income countries. This effort would promote global financial transparency and reduce transaction costs faced by the tax authorities in high income countries, as they would be in a better position to track the cross-border investments of their own citizens and residents.
A problem is that wealthier OECD countries also benefit from global financial opacity because they are net recipients of trillions of dollars in capital flight leaving other countries. 126 For instance, the three largest OECD economies-the United States, Germany, and Japan-are ranked by Tax Justice Network in the world's top twelve financial secrecy jurisdictions along with tax havens such as Switzerland and Luxembourg. 127 Even lower-ranked countries such as Canada maintain laws that enable anonymous investments by nonresidents. 128 These wealthier countries face a moral hazard because efforts to promote global financial transparency may actually reduce overall foreign investment within their economies.
As a result of these misaligned incentives, countries cannot agree, for instance, on a binding supranational agreement that would abolish all financial secrecy laws. Notably, taxpayer privacy concerns serve as perhaps the main plausible rationale for refusing to enter into such an agreement, highlighting the need to protect privacy interests to encourage enforcement (see Part III.B).
D. Summary
Many governments now have over two decades' worth of experience with automatic tax information exchange. Most recently, governments have signed onto the CRS to promote automatic bulk exchanges. While automatic bulk EOI is a worthy goal, improving the quality of the exchanged information is the next area of obvious focus.
Data availability, usefulness, and verifiability are three components of high quality information that can help governments pursue their cross-border investigations and audits. In particular, transferred information should be relatable to domestic tax identification measures and checked against third party reporting and withholding tax disclosures. Once this is done, governments can conduct analysis to determine audit risk by focusing on issues such as taxpayer segmentation, dealings between the taxpayer and offshore service providers, and cross-indexing of tax and financial information against non-tax data (e.g., insurance policy disclosures).
Against this desire for high quality tax information stands taxpayer privacy concerns. The apprehensions arise from the varied levels of domestic legal protection afforded to privacy rights, along with the risk of abuse or misuse of transferred information. Accordingly, broader multilateral agreement on privacy protections is likely a prerequisite to effective EOI. This hoped-for cooperation is hindered by the fact that many countries refuse to abolish their financial secrecy laws, which stands as one of the main barriers to optimal reform.
IV. ADDRESSING KEY CHALLENGES THROUGH DATA ANALYTICS
As a result of ongoing reforms, governments are increasingly amassing "bulk" taxpayer information provided by other governments. As discussed above, however, more information is not necessarily better (see Part III.A). As explored below, the collection of big data and use of big data analytics enhances information quality and has the potential to reduce transaction costs by better identifying risks for audit and enforcement purposes.
Prior to proceeding with the analysis, it might be helpful to offer definitions of big data and data analytics. Big data normally connotes the following three factors: (a) the data set is large and diverse; (b) the information is being generated on an ongoing basis (versus a static data set); and (c) the data is normally capable of being subjected to data analytics. 129 The factors are sometimes referred to as the three "Vs": volume, variety, and velocity. 130 Data analytics in turn is the computer analysis of big data to reveal patterns or other information that is useful to governments, businesses, or other analysts. The basic idea is that, while different data points from different sources may appear unrelated, data analytics can potentially provide insights by combining all of the data points to reveal new information and connections that had been previously undetected. The subsequent discussion focuses on how EOI initiatives should account for the possible application of data analytics. 131
A. Information Quality and Risk Analysis
Tax authorities are increasingly deploying data analytics to help fight tax fraud and evasion. 132 For example, US state governments, including those of Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, and New York, have used data analytics to identify tax schemes used to trigger fraudulent refunds. Under this approach, the taxpayer's tax refund request is cross-referenced against billions of records from public and commercial databases to catch the cheaters. New York's Department of Taxation and Finance, for instance, decreased revenue losses by $1.2 billion in 2010 through the use of data analytics. 133 The application of data analytics to transferred tax information as well as domestic sources of tax and non-tax data can also assist in flagging the risk of offshore tax evasion and noncompliant
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The definition of the term "big data" remains unsettled within social science perspectives in part because of the relative newness of the concept. international tax planning. Big data thus far has not been used extensively for international tax purposes, although there has been analysis concerning the amount of bulk taxpayer information shared between governments. 134 Governments exchange bulk taxpayer information mainly to ensure that resident taxpayers are reporting their global income for tax purposes. 135
Sources of EOI
As discussed previously, high quality information is promoted by using available sources of data, cross-indexing it against other sources, and ensuring the data is verifiable. If possible, high quality information should include "big tax data" in that it has sufficient volume, variety, and velocity so that can it be used with data analytics to help with audits and investigations. 136 With respect to evasion, governments can amass and cross-index domestic and cross-border tax information and non-tax information concerning: 137 (a) automatic tax and financial information provided in bulk by other governments; (b) common taxpayer identification numbers or ones that are relatable to domestic tax identification numbers; (c) reports of cross-border financial flows provided by financial intelligence units (e.g., the Treasury Department's Financial Crime Enforcement Network (FinCEN)), including suspicious activity reports and suspicious transaction reports; (d) resident taxpayers' tax returns, including non-disclosures of offshore assets or income; (e) disclosures of taxpayers' dealings with offshore service providers and related financial dealings; and (f) resident taxpayers' domestic consumption patterns (e.g., purchase of Italian sports cars).
As a result of privacy concerns, perhaps the most controversial data source is the final one: non-tax data. At times, countries pass laws to restrict government transfers among different agencies or impose restrictions on the collection of potentially unrelated personal information. 138 Under fair information practices, the 'limiting collection' criterion means that personal information should only be used for reasons that were specified at the time of collection hence personal information in say an insurance policy can normally only be used for insurance purposes. The limiting collection criterion hence restricts the ability of a government to transfer personal information to another government practices (FIPs), touched on earlier in Part III.B.2, because the information is used for a different purpose from the one intended when it was initially collected (e.g., the Federal Trade Commission guidelines that, in some circumstances, limit the personal information collection, use, and disclosure policies of federal government agencies). 139 For an example of a current administrative practice, the Australian Taxation Office cross-indexes insurance policy records and asset value reports against taxpayers' disclosed sources of income. 140 If a taxpayer discloses, say, a multi-million dollar work of art in an insurance policy while disclosing very little income, then data analysis could trigger an investigation or audit. Governments can also transfer non-tax data as long as their tax treaties provide for such transfers: in 2005, the OECD model tax treaty was amended to enable the transfer of such non-tax data for tax and other purposes (e.g., pursuing global terrorist financiers). 141 With respect to tax avoidance, governments could collect and run matches against: (a) information on tax filings in foreign countries (perhaps collected under the proposed common template under CBCR); 142 (b) information on "boilerplate"' cross-border tax structures that are marketed to multiple clients to reduce global tax liabilities; 143 (c) information on transfer prices charged by taxpayers in related industries; 144 and (d) non-tax data revealed by public company filings (e.g., number of employees in each country) or via the CBCR template (see Part II.B). agency when the information was initially collected for a specific purpose. The proposed system would provide national tax authorities with more information concerning cross-border tax planning structures that do not comply with tax law. At times, aggressive tax planning has resulted in serious sanctions against industry players who promoted the planning. For discussion, see U.S. S. PERMANENT SUBCOMM. ON 
Sources and Data Analytics
Once the data has been collected, governments can design software programs to try to identify correlations that point to specific risk factors.
Compared with governments, accounting firms and other members of the private sector have more aggressively embraced data analytics for compliance, audit, and other tax purposes. Data analytics is being used to automate multi-jurisdictional tax compliance, reduce tax errors, find tax savings opportunities, and reduce administrative costs. 145 Initial efforts are also being directed at generating tax law advice by sifting through large data sets of case law, legislation, and administrative practices. 146 By identifying helpful or problematic aspects of particular cases, data analytics hence will one day potentially inform a government prosecutor's decision on whether to prosecute offshore tax evasion.
Private sector auditors are also using data analytics to improve audit quality and detect fraud. As discussed by Christine Early, this development has occurred in part because the population of the tested transactions has also increased. 147 Like tax authorities, auditors previously used risk-based models that focused on sample transactions to determine if a taxpayer is accurately stating his or her account balances. In contrast, all of a firm's transactions (that is, 100 percent of the tested population) can be tested using data analytics. The hope is that each year's data analytics-assisted audit will identify problem areas as well as vulnerabilities then learn from experience to better target subsequent fraud as well as unintentional errors to reduce false positives. 148 Governments could move in this direction by requesting all transaction details instead of a summary of this information for tax return purposes. 149 In theory, the government can collect and store this vast amount of tax and financial information in the cloud with its seemingly near-limitless storage ability.
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See Note that as governments deploy data analytics to determine risks, taxpayers will presumably try to reverse engineer these moves through their own data analytics. They will do this to proactively manage their tax filings to reduce the risk of audit.
Data Analytics with Integrated Risk Analysis
Finally, the proposed data analytics systems can also be linked to existing "integrated risk analysis" that tries to correlate different taxpayer risk factors such as use of home offices. Under the Compliance Risk Management (CRM) approach, initially designed by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO), tax authorities first seek to measure and understand the causes of compliance gaps and then to allocate resources to different taxpayer segments. 150 According to the ATO, the next step is to deliver mitigating and tailored responses to different compliance gap issues, emphasizing ways to facilitate compliance and/or deter further unwanted activities. 151 The tax authorities can then target for audit or investigation the taxpayers identified as having a higher risk of tax evasion as well as avoidance schemes that do not comply with tax laws. Finally, under CRM, governments should measure the impact of any actions taken.
B. A Global Government Financial Registry

The Proposals: Public versus Government Access
In recent years, there have been calls for the creation of a global financial registry, searchable by the public and/or governments, of business entities (e.g., corporations and limited liability companies) and legal entities (e.g., trusts and foundations). 152 In addition, some proposals would seek to list within this public or government registry the names of the ultimate or beneficial owners of the business and legal entities.
A fully searchable public financial registry would be highly problematic as it would overly intrude on taxpayer privacy rights and potentially inhibit global capital flows, reducing overall economic growth. As mentioned in Part III.B, taxpayer privacy is an interest protected by domestic, constitutional, and international law. Moreover, the broader category of privacy is recognized by the United Nations and many countries as a fundamental human right.
There are also efficiency worries related to a possible database that could be searchable by members of the public. Efficient private bargaining in many circumstances is promoted by anonymizing commercial and individual identities. Business people may prefer to conduct their transactions in private to avoid giving up competitive advantages, trade secrets, and commercially confidential information. 153 Finally, the reform could backfire if other business people "reverse engineered" the public information about offshore investments to engage in even more aggressive revenue-depleting tax planning. 154 Moreover, the international cooperation needed for a registry might be difficult or impossible to generate: many governments have passed privacy and other laws that prohibit the publication of government information such as tax and financial information or, in many cases, the transfer of such information to foreign governments. 155 As discussed, certain countries or subnational jurisdictions additionally continue to offer financial secrecy (e.g., via Delaware LLCs) and would view a public registry of tax and financial records as an unacceptable intrusion into their fiscal and political sovereignty (see Part III.C).
Promoting Information Quality via a Government Registry
Nevertheless, a global financial registry accessible only by government tax authorities might be politically feasible. Such a registry would lower transaction costs facing government investigators by addressing one of the main information disadvantages facing governments, namely their inability to identify the human beneficial owners of cross-border investments (see Parts II.A and III.C). In addition, the registry would help governments determine if their resident firms had paid tax on worldwide income (as most so-called territorial tax systems tax the foreign source passive income of resident taxpayers with a few exceptions to this rule, such as Hong Kong, which does not seek to tax such income). 156 Through the use of data analytics, governments could combine the information within the registry with other tax and financial data to, as discussed above, help identify and address risks.
Governments might consider relaxing their financial secrecy laws to allow for the government-to-government exchange of entity and ownership information if they were provided with sufficient privacy safeguards (see Part III.B). 157 Still, noncooperative states would presumably develop new business or legal entities that would not be covered by the new disclosure obligations. In addition, the entity and ownership information is often recorded by offshore service providers and tax haven governments do not currently have access to this information. 158 Nor do many low income countries have the needed human and information technologies resources for effective collection, use, and disclosure within an EOI regime (see Parts III.A and III.C).
C. Deputizing Private Sector Actors
A final tentative idea is for government law and policy to support deputizing members of the private sector to apply data analytics to publicly available tax and non-tax information to fight noncompliant aggressive international tax planning. 159 As discussed in Part II.A, tax authorities often find it difficult to police transfer pricing because taxpayers enjoy an information advantage over tax authorities (in that taxpayers better understand the application of tax rules to their unique cross-border investments and transactions). Large taxpayers often deploy significant resources to design, implement, and, if needed, defend international tax 156 .
Under the US approach, which is consistent with the rules in place in many countries, tax laws ensure that any "passive" foreign source income (e.g., interest or royalties) is taxed on an accrual basis. See, e.g., I.R.C. § § 951-965 (2007) (Subpart F).
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This idea is a result of a conversation between the author and Murray Rankin, NDP Minister of Parliament for Victoria, British Columbia and former member of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance (House of Commons, Canada). avoidance strategies. In contrast, many tax authorities are struggling to keep up with these developments.
Even tax authorities that have traditionally led technology developments can face an uphill battle. According to a recent account, "as a result of its own poor performance and lean budgets, the IRS is forced to rely on aging, outmoded IT systems that sometimes do not interface with each other." 160 For low and middle income countries, the situation is much direr, as writings suggest that many such countries already struggle to collect needed information to enforce existing domestic tax laws as well as to fulfill treaty obligations (see Part III.C).
To the extent that reforms one day generate publicly available tax information (beyond current public company financial disclosures mandated by securities laws), private sector taxpayers could harness this information to design and implement data analytics applications to inform government investigations and audits.
In essence, governments could "deputize" individuals and private sector businesses to help identify untaxed income. 161 Assuming CBCR-mandated information one day becomes available to the public, private sector actors could conduct data analysis on issues such as profits per employees in different jurisdictions, how transfer prices vary from existing comparables in similar industries, and whether intangible assets are being shifted to low or nil tax jurisdictions without paying compensatory royalties to the country of initial development. The analysis could then be sent to the government, and the deputized firm would be offered some financial reward such as a percentage of any additional taxes recovered.
D. Summary
Data analytics can take high quality information and make it even more useful by generating insights through the computer analysis of seemingly disparate and disconnected data. In particular, by subjecting mass tax and non-tax data to data analytics, previously obscure relationships can reveal anomalies and expose ways to better target tax audits and investigations. EOI reforms should account for the possibility of data analytics and be designed to generate tax and financial information with sufficient volume, variety, and velocity so that it can be used with such analysis. Information within a global financial registry could also be subjected to data analytics.
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But see Bankman, supra note 117, at 8 (rejecting deputizing taxpayers to go after tax cheats as "unseemly"). It bears mentioning that common law countries like the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States (under state but not federal law) have traditions where 'private prosecutors' (private sector lawyers) are hired to prosecute criminal offences in different circumstances.
Governments could also consider deputizing private sector firms to conduct data analytics of publicly available information to help identify untaxed income.
V. CONCLUSION
A lack of global financial transparency permits corrupt elites and others to drain their countries of financial resources and then hide these monies offshore. In some cases, such as the South Sudanese example in the Introduction, much of the remaining population suffers from starvation and other human rights violations. In other situations, developing countries provide multinational firms with tax breaks that allow these firms to exploit resources and reap significant profits-while paying little to no tax. In addition, complex crossborder tax planning structures can subvert the intent of tax laws by lowering global financial tax liabilities for wealthy taxpayers and multinational firms. All of these forms of under-payment or nonpayment of taxes to governments deprive the state of monies needed to deliver on its human rights obligations through the provision of public goods and services, from a functioning judiciary to health care, education, environmental regulation, housing, and adequate standards of living.
To fight against offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax avoidance, governments increasingly turn to crossborder exchanges of (tax) information (EOI). More and better information could promote global financial transparency and address information asymmetry problems that raise transaction costs and bedevil enforcement efforts. The last ten years have witnessed a number of related reforms, including a US unilateral effort known as the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and OECD initiatives to promote bilateral tax information exchange agreements and multilateral agreements regarding the Common Reporting Standard (CRS) and Country by Country Reporting (CBCR).
As countries build on these initiatives and deploy new ones, they are increasingly studying optimal EOI laws and policies. While ongoing reforms emphasize exchanges of "bulk" or mass taxpayer data, less attention has been paid to promoting high quality tax information exchanges to support government audits and investigations. High quality information is information that: (a) can be accessed and cross-indexed by governments against other information sources; (b) is useful for tax administration purposes; and (c) is verifiable to ensure data integrity. The exchange and usage of high quality tax information would reduce transaction costs for tax authorities as they could more readily identify taxpayers engaged in offshore tax evasion and aggressive international tax planning.
Yet there are ongoing barriers that inhibit the exchange of high quality tax information. Taxpayer privacy remains a concern, given the varied national and international rules that protect taxpayer privacy interests, along with disagreement on appropriate safeguards. Tax havens and other countries sometimes maintain financial secrecy laws that make it difficult or impossible to determine the ultimate owner of cross-border investments. Moreover, many low income countries lack the human and physical resources to engage in automatic EOI, let alone ensure the transferred information is of high quality.
Nevertheless, countries with sufficient administrative resources can promote enforcement through the greater adoption of data analytics and its application to transferred "big tax data." Data analytics can potentially help tax authorities identify risks of noncompliant taxpayer behavior by identifying relationships that would otherwise be obscured. In addition, data analytics applied to the tax and financial information within a possible global financial registry could help governments investigate and audit taxpayers. A final tentative idea is to "deputize" private sector actors to sift through big tax data and other sources to identify untaxed income and assist tax authorities in their effort to collect more revenues.
